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Recent years have seen unprecedented growth in first-class
accommodation and state of the art facilities across Istanbul. This has 

earned the city an enviable reputation for its ability to offer meeting planners an
unmatched combination of sophisticated modern venues and old world

experiences.
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Day 1
Istanbul
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Day 1

o Arrival

Arrival and transfer from İstanbul Atatürk International Airport to selected hotel.

o Afternoon – ‘Galata’ City Tour

After an excursion to Taksim Square (known as the heart of modern Istanbul), guests will journey through the 
captivating Tünel and Galata regions before taking lunch and continuing their city immersion tour by experiencing 
Istiklal Avenue and the Karaköy region.

o Dinner at “Çiçek Pasaji”

Surrounded by street entertainment and traditional décor, guests will round off their day with dinner in the popular 
Çiçek Pasaji district.
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Day 2
Istanbul
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Day 2

o Morning

Half day meeting at the hotel.

o Afternoon - Boat Tour at Bosphorus

Running between Asia and Europe, the Bosphorus is an outstanding way to see Istanbul from an alternative vista. 
The cruise route passes popular landmarks on both the European and Asian sides of the waterway. There is no 
better way to view the ancient Ottoman wooden villas and marble palaces.

o Dinner at “Topaz Restaurant”

Topaz Restaurant combines the flavours of both Mediterranean and Ottoman cuisine. Guests will enjoy a 
spectacular vista of the Bosphorus as they celebrate their last night in Istanbul.
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Day 3
Istanbul
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Day 3

o Morning & Afternoon – ‘Be a Sultan’ Tour

Day three will begin with a traditional breakfast to fuel guests for their visit to one of the biggest palaces in the 
world, the Topkapi Palace. After a morning at the palace lunch is served in the traditional restaurant located within 
the palace.

o Dinner at Feriye Restaurant

Guests’ final dining experience will be a fusion of traditional Turkish and Ottoman cuisine. Feriye Restaurant 
prepares its menus according to the season, procuring only traditional, natural foodstuffs and carefully preserving 
the classic flavours.
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Day 4
Istanbul
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Day 4

o Breakfast at leisure and airport departures
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Thank

you!

Ebulula Mardin Cad, Ülgen Sok , A2 / 2, Villa 

Nº12 Levent, Beşiktaş, Istanbul, Turkey

Ovationdmc.com/country/turkey-4
Phone: +90.(212).270.06.24


